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 “A new commandment I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so also you must love one another. By this all 
men will know that you are My disciples, if you love one another.” John 13:34 

Valentine’s Day massacre in Parkland, FL 
Nikolas Cruz knew it was Valentine’s Day. He brought his fully loaded AR-15 with extra magazines and smoke 

grenades to the school that had expelled him. He set off a fire alarm, knowing it would bring students rushing 

into crowded halls where they would be easy to kill. He had no conscience! No fear of God! Just his revenge!  
 

The evil acts of one deranged former student shocked the nation as he mowed down 17 innocent students and 

staff. The bodies weren’t cold before many in the news media used the tragedy to call for more gun control, 

demonizing guns, President Trump and the NRA. But what law would have prevented this tragedy?  NONE!  

Atrocities like this are not going to stop. For all the deadly ingredients that produce such slaughters are still 

present and being propagated by our schools and culture. 
 

Broward County sheriff, Scott Israel, had ordered deputies to set up a perimeter, rather than storm the school 

and neutralize the shooter! A perimeter? When kids are being systematically maimed and slaughtered – set up 

a perimeter? Israel also criticized the NRA and called for more gun control.  In other words, turn in your guns! 

He and his deputies will protect us by setting up a perimeter outside our home when we are being killed!  
 

Where did Nikolas Cruz get his ideas of right and wrong, good and evil?  
Before courts removed the Bible and the Ten Commandments, atrocities like this were almost nonexistent.  

When we had the Bible in the classrooms, we didn’t need police in the halls. 
Some accuse God by saying, “If God is good and all powerful, why didn't God prevent this?” Anne Graham 

Lotz said, “For years we have told God we didn't want Him in our schools.” Schools have eliminated God and 

His Commandments and, in fact, helped propagate sin and violence by teaching that there are no absolutes. 

Sin? Each person decides for themselves what’s right and wrong. Every murder is the exact opposite of Jesus 

Christ's command to "love your neighbor as yourself." If we teach children that God loves them and commands 

them to love one another and that God will be their eternal Judge, that develops conscience. True morality 

includes the knowledge that God is always watching. Without a fear of God, there is no conscience!  

Tyranny always pushes for gun control. 

Why the call for gun control?  The leftist/communist agenda is always trying to disarm people. When the Russians, 
Germans, and Chinese were disarmed by the same leftist/communist worldview, huge massacres occurred. In 1929, 
Russia disarmed its citizens and murdered 20 million Russians. In 1935, China disarmed its citizens, and murdered 20 
million Chinese. In 1938, Germany disarmed its citizens and murdered millions of Germans who opposed Hitler. 
Disarmed citizens are vulnerable and easy targets. Taking guns away from citizens does not lead to a decrease in crime 
but rather a dramatic increase. Australia has disarmed its citizens, and a year later the homicide rate went up 300%.  

Criminals don’t turn their weapons in. Only the innocent law abiding citizens turned in weapons. 
 

The 2nd amendment is not about duck or deer hunting. It is about defending yourself and your family. It doesn’t matter 
if that threat is a burglar or the Federal Government. A disarmed population is fair game for any President who may be 
aspiring to become a dictator. Having its citizens armed was the plain and simple intent of our Founding Fathers! 

 

The nation of Israel had a school-shooting problem. Did they ban guns? No! They expanded guns! They 

armed and trained teachers - Problem solved!!! 
 

Ever notice these school shootings tend to be in "gun-free" zones?  Shooters will run when shots are fired at 

them. The leftists/communists do not care about the people - only their power and control! When they call the 

NRA "child murderers," they’re not talking just about the NRA, they’re talking about all guns owners!  
 

Conservatives did not start the culture war.  The left did. Whether it was taking prayer out of the schools, 

undermining the sanctity of life, attacking legal citizenship and borders, or redefining gender, it is the left that’s 

https://ouramericanvalues.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b28b0a5cdf7536681c72b502d&id=b0a635d149&e=764e7e1664
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waging a cultural jihad to marginalize normalcy and make traditional values unspeakable. Since the Columbine 

massacre in 1999, schools haven’t done much to prevent more shootings. Liberal educators don’t want guns for 

anyone and even insist police be unarmed at school and even post signs boasting that this school is a “Gun 

Free Zone.” Guns are evil, they think. Students are kicked out for just drawing a picture of a gun! There was 

a time when schools taught gun safety, and students brought their hunting rifles to school. 

The Solution to School Shootings #1564 

Andrew Pollack and Darrell Scott, who lost their precious children, give passionate pleas for action. So 

what’s the solution?  Rick Deighton, author of More Than Conquerors in Cultural Clashes, says violence in 

our schools is a consequence of eliminating God, values, character and purity from our schools and culture. Life 

is cheap when kids believe mankind is simply an evolved animal. How can an all-powerful God permit 

heinous crime? Why doesn’t He intervene?  So, is God to blame? People want the peace of Christ without 

Christ. 

 Gun control will lower crime just like Obamacare lowered insurance premiums! 

 Criminals obey guns laws just like politicians obey their oaths of office. 

 Leftists wants us to give up our guns, yet they have armed guards to protect them 24/7. If they want us 

to give up our guns, would that include their bodyguards giving up their guns? Is protecting their lives 

more important than us protecting ours?   

 If guns kill people, then pencils misspell words, cars kill people, and spoons make people fat. 

Ask someone about car control, and you’ll get a blank stare. Why not ban cars since cars cause 35,000 deaths a 

year?  We don’t call it an “epidemic” or “crisis” but simply a “car accident”. 

The Paradigm & Events Today #1566 & 1567 
Would you like to know the future of America? God knows exactly what will happen to our nation and has 

given us a preview from His Word in a paradigm. The dramatic changes taking place today in our nation are 

following the exact pattern that took place in Ancient Israel.  Jonathan Cahn, author of The Paradigm –The 

Ancient Blueprint That Holds the Mystery of Our Times, says our nation is repeating the exact history of what 

happened to ancient Israel 3000 years ago. That means we can predict with certainty what will happen to this 

nation as it follows this Biblical paradigm.  The parallels between ancient Israel and the USA today are 

astonishing! (Jonathan Cahn in The Paradigm) 
 

President Bill Clinton and Hillary fit the pattern of the Israelite King Ahab and Queen Jezebel who were at 

war with God and led their nation into apostasy and the worship of Baal. Baal worship sacrificed thousands of 

children, but we have legally aborted millions of children. God will be either our Savior or our Judge.  
 

Jonathan Cahn says this paradigm could have foretold the outcome of the past Presidential election and how 

President Trump fit the paradigm of the king who overthrew Ahab’s reign in ancient Israel. The paradigm 

shows how God, who is extremely patient and filled with infinite grace, orchestrates events and people to serve 

as a warning for us to change course before His imminent judgment. God is also a God of justice. Founding 

Father, Thomas Jefferson, said, “I reflect that God is just, that his justice cannot sleep forever.” 
 

The wrath of God is shown in Deut 28; the terrors and horrors beyond imagining: terrible diseases, slow death, 

plagues, agonizing boils, insanity and starvation, even cannibalism of their own children. America is apostate 

and ripe for God’s judgment. But God is giving this nation a window of time. The question is, what will we do? 
 

Although The Paradigm deals with political issues and figures, it’s primarily spiritual and prophetic that no 

human could have woven together. Only Almighty God could have revealed this mystery for us today. 
 

When Jezebel comes to Israel, she brings her foreign gods and goddesses—Baal and his consort, Asherah. 

Jezebel gets Ahab to build a sanctuary for Baal in the very heart of Israel. Jezebel does not accept Israel’s God, 

but leads Israel to worship Baal. Part of Baal worship is child sacrifice:  

There was a huge bronze idol with hands extended, palms up and sloping toward the ground, so that 

the children were placed in the red hot hands to be seared alive and rolled down into the gaping pit 

filled with fire. 
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Ahab’s parallel in our time was President Bill Clinton, who deepened America’s apostasy, expanded abortion, 

overturned Biblical morality and was the first President to commit adultery in the White House. He expanded 

and advocated for abortion– signing executive orders eliminating protection for babies.  
 

A ban on the gruesome partial birth abortion was passed by both Houses of Congress twice - 1995 & 1997, but 

both times were vetoed by Clinton. “Partial birth” means killing a full-term live baby. It’s truly infanticide.  
 

President Clinton became the first President to dedicate an entire month to celebrate homosexuality, issuing a 

proclamation calling all Americans to honor “gay-pride” month with public celebrations and ceremonies. 

America’s Jezebel is Hillary Clinton, the advocate of a new morality – the enlightenment and advancement of 

feminism, homosexuality and apostasy and away from God and Biblical morality. In her most infamous and 

revealing speech, Hillary called Middle Americans "deplorable" and "irredeemable."  

Hillary’s first major speech in her campaign for President in 2015 she said: 

 “Deep seated cultural codes and religious beliefs need to changed.” “Never in American history had such 

radical and brazenly anti-Christian words ever been uttered by a Presidential candidate. She was openly 

declaring her disdain for Christian beliefs and calling for their overthrow! Biblical beliefs had to be 

eliminated so abortion and homosexuality could be expanded. Both Hillary & Jezebel believed the sanctity 

of human life was a hindrance that had to be eradicated.”  (Jonathan Cahn in The Paradigm) 
 

How long before Christians would have to be eliminated as hindrances - if Hillary had become President? In 

the Bible, Jezebel killed most of God's prophets, and the spirit of Jezebel is still trying to destroy God's people 

throughout the world today.  
 

Hillary, as Secretary of State under President Obama, tied millions of US dollars in foreign aid to gross 

immorality by overturning the morality of other nations and imposing blatant immorality – expanding abortion, 

feminism and homosexuality – around the world. Thus forcing poorer nations, those dependent on our foreign 

aid, to accept gross immorality. This was an atrocious sin and an affront to Almighty God and in essence 

declaring war with God. (Jonathan Cahn in The Paradigm) 
 

The Democrat Party that nominated Hillary Clinton became the most brazenly anti-Biblical party in our 

history. The president of the Abortion Rights League spoke of her abortion, and the crowd erupted into cheers. 

It was a total celebration of the destruction of human life! The Democrat Party crossed the line never before 

breached by calling for government funding of abortion so that every Christian taxpayer would be forced to pay 

for child killing. Innocent blood would be upon our hands.  Hillary even compared pro-lifers to terrorists.  
 

Then something shocking happened. The Paradigm took a dramatic turn. Elijah anointed Jehu as King over 

Israel that would end King Ahab and Queen Jezebel’s evil dynasty! Jehu had no royal blood or lineage. He 

wasn’t a politician; he was an outsider. He wasn’t a gentle person but rough and coarse. But he was courageous 

and BOLD. He was a warrior - a military commander. He was combative, confrontational, and contentious. He 

was boastful, reckless and impulsive, but he had a zeal for God.   
 

Evil was entrenched in every area of Israel’s culture. Apostasy was on the verge of being irrevocably sealed. It 

seemed hopeless. But Jehu was God’s chosen instrument to hold back the irreversible apostasy. He was called 

to overthrow the evil kingdom and provide a period of time for God’s people to choose to follow the Lord. 
 

Donald Trump was an unlikely person to become President. He never held political or elective office. He was 

controversial and an outsider. Like Jehu, Trump was coarse, blunt, and abrasive! But Trump was dedicated to 

success and triumph. Like Jehu, Trump had not lived his life as a man of God, but both were chosen by God to 

defend religious liberty and life. Trump may have been the most prayed over Presidential candidate in history. 
 

On election night, Hillary had prepared an elaborate victory celebration complete with a massive glass ceiling 

and fireworks display over NYC. The media would celebrate and call it a coronation. But her victory party 

went from coronation to despair! It shocked the world!  
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Under Jehu, Baal worship had been rolled back and opposed. God’s people were no longer persecuted but 

protected by their government. Not only was the Baal temple torn down, it was converted into the city’s refuse 

dump for all the trash and sewage of the city. It was an outhouse serving as a reminder of the evil of Baal! 

The Elijah Paradigm is for us today.  
We are the Elijah’s of our time. Just as Elijah was labeled a radical troublemaker and a dangerous enemy of the 

state, so for those of us who refuse to just go along with our culture’s apostasy and evil, we will take an 

uncompromising stand for righteousness and God! As our culture grows increasingly dark and evil, we must 

shine brighter like a candle in the dark. We must resist the temptation to remain silent and take our stand with 

our Mighty Lord Jesus Christ! Amen?   (Jonathan Cahn in The Paradigm) 

The Joy of the Resurrection #1565 
This is one of the most inspirational programs we have ever made. William Frey, author of The Dance of 

Hope, tells how the Resurrection was like a news flash - fascinating news that’s exciting and life changing! 

Death no longer has any power over us. Now there’s nothing to fear, only expectations of joy in heaven.  

Although the disciples had lost all hope, they emerged fearless men, unafraid of crucifixion. These transformed 

men changed the world.  Professional actor, Bruce Marchiano, dramatically tells how the lifeless body of 

Jesus, dead three days, came vibrantly back to life through God’s power. 

Miraculous Survival At Sea parts 1 & 2 #1562 & 1563 
In 1945, Edgar Harrell, author of Out Of The Depths –A Survivor’s Story of the Sinking of the Indianapolis, 

was on the USS Indianapolis that delivered the components for the atomic bombs that would be dropped on 

Hiroshima & Nagasaki to end WWII, but on returning back, it was sunk by a Japanese submarine. Listen to this 

harrowing experience of how Edgar Harrell survived for 4 ½ days when hundreds of other men died! 
 

Edgar Harrell’s ship was blown up underneath him at midnight, and he jumped for his life into the pitch-black 

oil-soaked water, without any hope for survival. No food or water, no hope or help except that God gave him 

the will to survive. He said, “I came face to face with horrors beyond imagination, but an ineffable peace 

enveloped me and gave me hope, courage and strength to survive when others gave up and died.” Although he 

was exhausted, dehydrated and freezing, he had a peace only Christ can give. He saw his buddies being eaten 

alive by sharks, but he said, “God’s Presence gave me great strength to persevere.”  The movie, USS 

Indianapolis, with Nicolas Cage, shows this amazing account as one of the most harrowing in US history.  

The Great Commission #1560 
We are witnessing the greatest mass exodus of young people from the Christian faith in our history, as only 

4% of this current generation are Christians. This generation has been taken captive by evil worldly forces. 

They are totally ignorant as to why God blesses or curses nations throughout history. Kevin Swanson, a radio 

host and author of Taking The World for Jesus–The Remarkable Story of the Greatest Commission, is a grad of 

Cal Poly (Engineering) holds an MA in Divinity and is the Director of Generations, the world’s largest home- 

school network. Kevin said, “The history of Christianity is even more important to understand than any other in 

history, because it gives us a foundation for faith in Christ, as we understand how our Lord transformed and 

civilized nations throughout history by overcoming formidable strongholds with the Power of God.   
 

The first great persecution of Christians began with the Great Fire in Rome in 64 AD as Emperor Nero ordered 

the burning of Rome and blamed Christians.  Thus Christians were put to death for the amusement of the 

crowds. Some were dressed in animal skins and torn apart by lions and dogs. Other were crucified or set on 

fire to illuminate light for Nero’s parties.    

But the mighty Roman Empire could not stamp out Christianity.  
In fact, Christianity helped bring about the fall of the Roman Empire. 

A monk named Telemachus was led by an inner voice to go to Rome without knowing why.  He followed the 

crowds to the Coliseum.  Two gladiators were fighting, and Telemachus tried to get between them to stop them, 

shouting three times, "In the name of Christ, forbear!" Telemachus was killed by being run through with the 

sword of one of the gladiators.  When the crowd saw the little monk lying dead in a pool of blood, they fell 

silent, leaving the stadium, one by one.  Because of Telemachus' death, the Emperor ended the Games. 
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As the apostle Paul wrote, “We don’t wage war as the world does. Our weapons have divine power to demolish 

strongholds and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every 

thought to make it obedient to Christ.” 2 Cor 10:3 
 

With virtually unlimited power, Augustus Caesar, Emperor of the world’s mightiest armies, was called the 

savior of the world! But the real Savior of the World was born in a lowly stable for animals in an obscure 

town who gave His followers The Great Commission saying, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been 

given to me. Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the 

Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am 

with you always, to the very end of the age.” MT 28 

 

Into this dark world, entered the Light of the World – Jesus Christ, Who changed the history of the world. For 

thousands of years, the world had been filled with barbarianism, paganism, human sacrifice, infanticide, 

homosexuality, slavery and cannibalism. But the gospel brought by missionaries had a civilizing affect on 

nations. By the 16
th

 Century, Christian churches filled Europe and the pagan practices were eliminated! 

God’s Gift – The Animals #1561 
What lessons can we learn from animals? Look at God’s infinite thought, love and design in creating lovable, 

furry cats, faithful dogs, and elephants. Animals have instinct but also can think, such as the dog that led goats 

and deer away from the raging California fires.  Chaplin Austin Miles, a ringmaster in the circus for 50 years, 

tells poignant stories such as the circus elephant that showed love for a small injured dog and how an elephant 

blocked the ring that stopped a stampede of elephants into the crowd. He tells a tear-jerking story of an old, 

shaggy dog that was once a circus-performing dog but was left behind.   

Great Christian Revivals #1558 &1559 
The First Great Awakening led to the Founding of America and America’s independence from Britain. Daniel 

Norris, the author of Trail of Fire – True Stories From Ten of the Most Powerful Moves of God, vividly 

describes how 37 year old Jonathan Edward, who is credited with starting the First Great Awakening, preached 

his famous sermon, “Sinners in the Hands of An Angry God” in 1741 that was printed and spread throughout 

New England. This one sermon, that he read without raising his eyes or his hands or voice, began a nationwide 

revival that changed our destiny. Jonathan Edwards along with Benjamin Franklin, were two of the most 

outstanding minds in America! Edwards entered Yale at 13 and graduated at 17.  
 

When Edwards preached, he had a solemn face with subdued clothing, since he didn’t want to distract from his 

message. He was not an emotional preacher but chose his words very carefully and with such precision it 

hypnotized his audience. His words were spoken as if coming directly from God. He didn’t use theatrics, 

because he didn’t want to manipulate emotions but trusted the Holy Spirit to convey the urgency and 

imminence of eternity in the minds of the people. His constant focus was on eternity. He even prayed that God 

would stamp eternity on his eyes. 
 

His words were like pouring hot, molten steel upon raw human flesh. The crowd flinched, but the preacher 

continued READING STRAIGHT FROM HIS NOTES rarely lifting his head to look up. The few times he 

did look up, he stared at the back of the room on one fixed spot. (Trail of Fire by Daniel Norris) 
 

It was only by the glow of the candlelight on the podium that you could see tears flowing from his eyes. 

Edwards continued, “The God who holds you over the pit of hell, much like holding a spider or some loathsome 

insect over a fire, abhors you and is dreadfully provoked. God’s wrath burns like fire and he looks upon you 

as nothing else but to be cast into the fire. You are 10,000 times more abominable in His eyes than the most 

venomous snake in your eyes.   
 

The crowd got a view of themselves being in hell forever, and the impact was life changing.  They realized they 

were horribly doomed to spend the endless eons of eternity suffering in the fires of hell. They winced with pain 

and discomfort at the thought. Some began to weep openly. The stillness broke. Others began to cry out and 

groan. One man shouted, “What must we do to be saved?” Others screamed, as they feared for their lives. 
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Edwards paused, held up his hands to quiet the broken, beseeching audience. Then he continued, “The fact that 

you didn’t fall into hell last night was that God’s merciful hand spared you. There is no other reason you are 

not already in hell this very minute. Consider the fearful danger you are in right now.” The shrieks and cries 

began again and grew ever louder until the commotion reached a fever pitch. Cries and shouts of terror filled 

the church and even into the surrounding streets.  Many had taken a firm hold of their seats with both hands for 

fear of falling straight through the floor. They could see themselves sliding down into an eternal hell forever.  
 

So effective was this sermon that he could not even finish it. His inspired words cut so deeply that other 

ministers rushed into the room to console the grieving people. One by one, ministers prayed with those 

mourning their destiny until they felt relief at the glorious cross of Christ. Eternity had been so impressed into 

the hearts and minds of souls that their lives changed dramatically. Revival broke out. (Trail of Fire by Norris) 
 

Revival means sinners see themselves from God’s perspective and understand the awfulness and repugnance of 

Sin to a Holy God. Revival brings eternity to mind as people see themselves in hell or by God’s grace, heaven.  

Eyes fixed on the present time cause people to be complacent, content, asleep from the reality that their death 

is inescapable and inevitable! Imagine you breathe your last breath on earth, YOU leave your body, and 

suddenly everything changes! In an instant everything on earth is insignificant; your possessions, career, 

bank account, things and people you stressed out over are all gone! 
 

Your entrance into eternity will be a moment to celebrate or the most fearful horror of unimaginable terror 

with constant burning, darkness, fear and despair! The day of salvation is past. Sinners may beg for mercy 

but that day is past. There is nothing to look forward to except constant screams of excruciating pain in 

12,000-degree fire! How long is an eternity in hell? Since there is no amount of time you can serve in hell to 

pay for your sins, you never get out. You must forever pay for your sins FOREVER. Yes they will remember 

and regret the memories on earth and the chance to avoid this terrible place. 

 Read the most graphic account of how the Lord gave Bill Weise a REAL vision of hell in his book 23 

Minutes in Hell. Order 23 Minutes in Hell on the insert card. 
 

Talk like this today is relegated to an old fashioned ‘hell and brimstone’ and replaced by a happier life and 

marriage on earth now. Preachers rarely preach on the wrath and anger of God. It’s just not popular. 
 

When the Holy Spirit of God ignites a revival, people and nations change dramatically!  Daniel Norris, the 

author of Trail of Fire – True Stories From Ten of the Most Powerful Moves of God, vividly describes the Cape 

Colony South African revival with Pastor Andrew Murray, who prayed for revival but what happened wasn’t 

what he expected. Something very unusual happened! From outside his church came a thunderous roar that 

grew louder and louder, rolling towards the church. Then it came inside like a violent wind and filled the room 

where they were gathered. It was deafening like the roar of a freight train or jet plane next to you. The effect 

was immediate. People began to fall on their faces – crying out! Groaning! Weeping! Pastor Andrew Murray 

yelled “Silence!” But there was no let up; no one could even hear him yelling at the top of his voice over the 

sound of people praying their loudest. Murray again tried to stop it, “God is not the author of confusion!” But 

the harder he tried to stop it, the louder the prayers got! (Trail of Fire by Daniel Norris) 
 

Murray saw a man standing at his side that he didn’t recognize. It might have been an angel.  The man looked 

into Murray’s eyes and said, “You’re the minister of this church but be very careful what you do, for this is the 

Spirit of God at work here!” Then the crowd began singing a familiar hymn. The soothing sound of hundreds 

of voices singing had a comforting effect that flowed outside to the surrounding area. The singing seemed to 

come, not from their mouths - but their very souls. It was a heavenly sound that brought them wonderful joy! 
 

The 2nd Great Awakening began with 75 year-old Charles Finney in 1868 in Sodom (actual name), NY. That 

led to a great revival that spread worldwide resulting in entire cities shutting down businesses for noon prayer 

meetings.  The impact of revival is astounding.  

People Today Don’t Really want a True REVIVAL! 
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Why don’t we have revival today? Most pastors and most people don’t really want it. It doesn’t fit their 

schedule, it’s too disruptive to church services, it’s out of order, out of control!  Out of their control! It’s far 

too emotional, uncomfortable and messy. It’s chaotic.  

What’s the alternative? Continued apathy in a spiritually degenerate nation that ignores God and His 

Commandments and is on the verge of His imminent judgment!  

The alternative? Homosexual dominance and persecution of Christians.  
The alternative? Millions more babies are slaughtered each year! And another 8 million people walk out of 

church every year and don’t return, making it the largest drop in church attendance in our history!  

The alternative? Only 4% of Millennials Have a Biblical Worldview. (Answers in Genesis)  
The alternative? The future of America and the future of the SICK American church are uncertain.  

Revival is God’s remedy for a morally and spiritually sick nation. 
True REVIVAL means people are confronted with the Presence of a Holy God, and they see themselves from 

His perspective, and they realize how sinful and worthy of hell they really are. 

We are praying for revival because it’s our only hope. Revival is God’s answer to the fervent, sustained 

prayers of His people! Revival comes only through the prayers of His people! (Trail of Fire by Daniel Norris) 
 

Revival is too disruptive? GOD IS DISRUPTIVE!  Disruptive? Read Acts 2:1-4  
Suddenly there was a sound from heaven like the rushing of a violent wind, and it filled the whole house 

where they were seated. Before their eyes appeared tongues like flames which separated off and settled 

above the head of each one of them. They were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in 

different languages as the Spirit gave them power to proclaim his message.  

Revival is heaven’s answer to sustained prayer from God’s people. 
 If you want to know how popular a church is – come Sunday morning.  

 If you want to know how popular the pastor is – come to church Sunday evening.  

 If you want to know how popular God is – come to the prayer meeting if they even have one. 

In The Name of Jesus #1557 &1558 
Obama proudly promoted homosexuality in the military to try to change our culture and with that came 

persecution of Christians. Former Chaplain, Major Gordon Klingenschmitt, was a Colorado legislator, has a 

TV program, and teaches Bible at Colorado University, and is a graduate of the Air Force Academy.  

Gordon Klingenschmitt, the author of How to Liberate the World in 30 Days – A Step by Step Guide to Take 

Back Your Country, tells how chaplains in hospitals, police departments and before city councils have had their 

prayers censored, but with public pressure have been restored. As a Military Chaplain, Gordon was court 

martialed for praying in Jesus name! Isn’t that amazing? God raised him up to become a activist and fought 

back getting millions of petitions to Congress to order the Navy to rescind their bad policy. The culture war is a 

spiritual war that’s all about God and His Commandments.   

 For the first time in American history, two homosexual soldiers were married at the esteemed US 

Military Academy at West Point, NY. on Jan 13, 2018. They say this will initiate other same-sex 

marriages at West Point. (You can see the picture of their military “wedding” on line. It’s too disgusting to show!) 

 With the Obama transgender policy, Army women are warned they will have to shower with men.  

 The floodgates against Christians were opened by Obama pushing the radical homosexual agenda by 

recruiting cross dressers and transsexuals to try to change our culture through our military.   

 An AF Msg Sgt was relieved of his duties by his lesbian commander for defending traditional marriage.  

 Col. Bohannon was denied promotion to General due to views on same sex marriage.  

 A Lance Corporal Marine was court martialed for refusing to take down a Bible verse. 

 The US Army mandates that all senior service members attend diversity training classes.  

 Our military used to stand for and teach honor, bravery, character, integrity and service to country. 

 But now soldiers must choose between being a follower of Christ or be silenced by the military. 

 If a solder can’t have God with them on the battlefield, where they may die, WHY would they even 

want to be part of such an immoral military? 

Jesus Christ gave His life for you. What are you doing for Him? 
Klingenschmitt said, “Religious freedom is the cause I would die for!” God is giving us culture-changing 

victories, but the “lame-street” media won’t tell you about them. It might encourage you to win the culture war.  
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Powerful Testimonies on Life part 1 #1554 

Killing babies is not just a political issue- it is a human rights issue. With a pro-life President, the abortion 

holocaust is close to ending. Gianna Jessin, who survived an abortion, is a voice from God telling us that we’re 

killing His babies. Dr Bernard Nathanson, author of The Hand of God, was the infamous abortionist who 

operated the largest abortion mill in the world, killing over 75,000 babies including his own son. He tells how 

they used words, like calling baby killing simply a woman’s choice or reproductive health, which helped make 

abortion legal. It’s euphemistically called “partial birth” abortion, but it is really infanticide.   
 

In this demonic partial-birth abortion, the abortionist pulls a living baby, feet-first out of the womb and into 

the birth canal, except for the head, which the abortionist purposely keeps lodged just inside to avoid being 

charged with murdering a baby. Then the abortionist punctures the base of the baby’s skull - inserts a catheter, 

sucks out the baby's brain causing the skull to collapse, and delivers the dead baby’s body.   

Powerful Testimonies on Life part 2 #1555 
Can you imagine the owner of the abortion clinic coming into your child’s school to teach children sex ed? The 

abortion clinic owner, Carol Everett, author of Blood Money, said that’s exactly what she did, because it 

increased her abortion business. Her clinic prescribed birth control pills they knew would enable girls to 

become pregnant.  Carol Everett, who was responsible for the deaths of over 35,000 babies, tells the truth about 

sex ed. Planned Parenthood counselors have degenerated into telling children to experiment with deviant 

sexual behavior. Anyone with kids in school needs to hear this fascinating program. 

God’s Creative Genius #1553 
God’s creative Genius is seen in His design of the ear, the eye, the heart, and the brain that all show Intelligent 

Design for a purpose.  Yet evolutionists says there’s no purpose but random accidents. Dr David Menton, 

teacher at Answers in Genesis, gives fascinating details of how sound waves are converted from airwaves to 

chemicals in the brain. God created age in Adam, in trees and starlight at creation. A cut of Pastor Chuck 

Smith on how the shape of seeds propels them to spread away from the tree. How fresh water in coconuts 

enables them to grow on beaches in salt water and not be poisoned by the salt. Design proves a Designer. 

Trial By Fire #1552 
The great US Senate Chaplain Peter Marshall Sr, gave a fiery sermon, Trial By Fire that shook the nation. As 

Elijah challenged Israel, Peter Marshall challenged Americans in the mid 1940’s to choose between following 

Christ or Ba’al. Many Americans live in a moral fog that knows no absolutes but a confused grey. What does 

America stand for to those who have sacrificed so much in war? Is this nation worth dying for? If we no 

longer follow the Lord, stop pretending to be a Christian nation. Without God, we can’t move mountains but 

stumble over molehills. America will be governed by God or ruled by tyrants. 

Humor  

 I'm very good at opening childproof caps.....with a hammer. 

 I'm awake many hours before my body allows me to get up. 

 I changed my car horn to gunshot sounds. People get out of the way much faster now. 

 The cross-eyed javelin thrower didn't set any records, but he sure kept the spectators wide-awake. 

 What hair color do they put on the driver's license of a totally bald man? 

 Fearing allergic reactions, peanut bags now post the warning "contains peanuts." 

 An iron manufacturer warns, "Do not attempt to iron clothes while wearing them”. 

Small typo's on job applications can change the meaning: 

1. College Aug 1880 to May 1984;  2. I'm a rabid typist; 3. I was instrumental in ruining an entire operation 

for a Midwest chain operation; 4. I developed an annual operating expense fudget.  

Bob & Geri Boyd   
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“Now this is eternal life: that they know you, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom you have sent.” Jn 17:3 
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